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Awaken the skin for a luminous glow using the power of Vitamin C and special melanin-suppressing en-
zymes to bring life to dull, photo-damaged skin. With the added benefits from daisy flower extracts and 
pure milk protein, skin will be left hydrated and radiant.

PRODUCTS USED

SKIN PREPARATION
Cleanse the skin with an equal mixture of Creamy Milk Cleanser and Pumpkin Cleanser. Rinse thoroughly 
using warm water and 4x4 gauze. 

Perform second cleanse with Skin Brightening Cleanser. Rinse thoroughly using warm water and 4x4 gauze. 
Pat skin dry.

Saturate 2x2 gauze with Cell Conditioner and apply to face and neck using firm, even pressure. Let product 
absorb and remain on skin.

ENZYME APPLICATION
Dispense 1-2 droppers of Liquid Enzyme into glass beaker. Saturate 2x2 gauze with Liquid Enzyme – apply 
to face and neck using firm, even pressure. Observe the skin for 5 minutes.

Re-saturate 2x2 gauze with Liquid Enzyme – apply a second layer to face and neck, using firm, even pressure. 
Observe the skin for 5 minutes. 

Remove with tepid water and 4x4 gauze. Rinse several times to ensure thorough removal. Pat skin dry.

BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING APPLICATION
Dispense 1 dropper of  Mandelic Arginine Peel into glass beaker.  Add 1 smidgen of L-Ascorbic Infusion and 
1-2 pumps of  Antioxidant Complex Serum  and blend together. Apply to skin; let absorb and remain on skin. 

Massage 2-3 pumps of Pumpkin E Serum into skin for 5-7 minutes. Let absorb and remain  on skin.

MASK APPLICATION
Dispense 1 tsp. of Milk Mask, 1-2 pumps of C-Peptide Complex and 1 dropper of Melanin Suppressant Solu-
tion into glass beaker and mix together. Using a firm, square brush, apply an even layer to face and neck. Lay 
two unfolded 4x4 gauze, dampened with cool water, on the upper and lower portions of the face. Roll chilled 
Ice Globes over skin for several minutes. Wrap face and neck with a hot compress. Mask can remain on the 
skin for 10 minutes.

Remove mask with warm water and 4x4 gauze. Pat skin dry.

FINISHING APPLICATION
Apply 1-2 pumps of Mandelic Arginine Serum and 1-2 pumps of Growth Factor Serum to face and neck. Let 
absorb and remain on skin. 

Finish with a thin layer of Daytime Defense SPF30 for daytime protection.
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